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Abstract

In this paper, we describe our method to generate
summary from multiple news articles. Since most of
news articles report several events and these events
are refereed with following articles, we use this event
reference information to calculate importance of a
sentence in multiple news articles. We also propose a
method to delete redundant description by using sim-
ilarity of events. Finally we discuss its effectiveness
based on the evaluation result.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, we can access a large number of text
data. As a result, even for a simple topic, it becomes
difficult to read through all documents that are related
to the topic. Therefore, demand for multiple docu-
ment summarization is increasing. In TSC-3, a task
for multiple document summarization that uses news
articles is proposed for tackling this issue. Most sig-
nificant characteristic of multiple document summa-
rization compared with single one is that there are re-
dundant information in a document set. Since we as-
sume this redundant information represents relation-
ships among different documents, it is better to under-
stand the relationships among the documents for find-
ing out important sentences. In addition, we need to
remove redundant information for generating compact
summary.

In this paper, since most of news articles reports
events that occurred at particular date and these events
were refereed in following articles, we propose to use
this event reference information to calculate impor-
tance of a sentence in multiple news articles. We also
propose a method to delete redundant sentences by us-
ing this event information.

Finally we discuss its effectiveness based on evalu-
ation result made by TSC-3 committee.

2 Extraction of the Event Reference In-
formation

Since most of document sets used in TSC-3 task are
categorized into a single-event type based on classifi-
cation proposed by McKeown [7], a set of articles in-
cludes ones that reports occurrence of events and ones
that reports following events (e.g., real fact of the event
and sequel of the event) [4]. In this type of articles sets,
following articles refer to the events that were already
described in previous articles and add another infor-
mation that were related to previous events. Therefore,
we assume identification of events in different articles
and reference information among these events is use-
ful to make a summary.

Lexical cohesion method is one approach to deal
with this reference information for summarizing a sin-
gle document. However, in order to deal with refer-
ence information in different documents, we cannot
use information such as distance between two sen-
tences.

So we propose a method to extract event informa-
tion from news articles and to identify event by using
similarity measure between two events. In this paper,
we define “Event” as follows.

Event is information that describes facts and related
information on particular date.

2.1 Extraction of Events

Event is a unit to represent relationship among dif-
ferent articles and it should have information that is
useful to identify same events. In order to extract rich
event information from sentences in a document, it is
better to analyze deep structure of sentences in a docu-
ment; e.g., discourse analysis and anaphoric analysis.
However, it is very difficult to use such deep structural
information, we decide to use results of dependency
analysis and we set a size of a unit simple. In addition,
date information is useful for discrimination of simi-
lar events; e.g., press release in May is different from
press release in April.
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Based on this discussion, we select following slots
to define an event.

Root is a word that dominates an event (verb that rep-
resents action or noun that represents subject or
object)

Modifier is words that modify root word. Words are
categorized into several groups, such as subject
and object words for verbs and adjective and ad-
nominal words for nouns.

Negative represents modality of expression.

Depth is a path length between Root of the event and
root of the sentence in dependency analysis tree.

Date is a date that characterize the event. This slot is
not a required slot to define an event.

ArticleDate is a date that the article was published.

Chunks represents list of word positions in a sen-
tence.

In this method, we extract event information from a
sentence by using following steps.

1. We apply Cabocha[5] to obtain dependency anal-
ysis tree.

2. We select verbs and nouns that have modification
words as candidates of “Root” for events.

3. We check whether negative expression is in-
cluded in root or not and set “Negative” based on
this analysis.

4. We extract “Modifier” information from depen-
dency analysis tree. At this time, we classify
types of modifier by using POS tag and post-
positional particle (postpositional particle with
“が” and “は” are categorized into “Subject”
and other postpositional particle are categorized
into “postpositional-postpositional particle” (e.g.,
“postpositional-に”). Modifier information in-
cludes not only words that directly dependent on
Root word but also modifiers for modifier words.
Modifiers for a modifier word are categorized
into the same category of the modifier words.

5. When we can extract date information from the
sentence, we set this date as “Date” for events that
has dependency with date words.

6. “Article Date” is obtained from article informa-
tion.

7. “Depth” and “Chunks” are calculated by compar-
ing event information with the dependency anal-
ysis tree.

Figure 1 shows a set of original sentence and ex-
tracted events.

Original:
市は「通常は５日前までに通告がある」と話し、県と基地周
辺７市で１０日に抗議する。(the municipal authorities saied
“Usually, we have notification five days before,” and claimed
with prefectural authorities, and authorities from seven mu-
nicipal around the base on 10th. (Articles from Mainichi
newspaper on January 10, 1998)

市は——————-D
「通常は—–D �

５日前までに—D �
通告が-D �
ある」と-D �

話し、—–D
県と—D �

基地周辺-D �
７市で—D
１０日に-D
抗議する。

Extracted events:

Rootある (have)
Depth 2
Subject通常 (usually),通告 (notification)
Date
ArticleDate 980110
Chunks 4,3,2,1
postpositional-に５ (five),日 (day),前 (before)

Root話す (say)
Depth 1
Subject
Date
ArticleDate 980110
Chunks 5,4,2,1
postpositional-と 通常 (usually),５ (five),日 (day),
前 (before),ある (have)

Root抗議 (claim)
Depth 0
Subject市 (municipal authorities)
Date１０日 ((January) 10)
ArticleDate 980110
Chunks 9,8,7,6,10,0
postpositional-で 県 (prefecture),基地 (base),
周辺 (around),７ (seven),市 (city)

postpositional-に１０,日 (day)

Figure 1. Example of Event Extraction
from a sentence

2.2 Dealing with Event Reference Informa-
tion

We have already proposed an algorithm to calculate
importance of a sentence in a single document based
on PageRank [1] algorithm [2].

PageRank algorithm is the one that can calculate
importance of WWW pages by using link analysis.
Basic concept of the algorithm is distribution of page
importance through link structure; i.e., page that has
many links collects importance from other page and
links from page with higher importance has higher im-
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portance compared to the links from ones with lower
importance.

We formalize important sentence extraction algo-
rithm by using following correspondence between web
link structure and sentence structure.

A page in PageRank corresponds to a sentence.

A link in PageRank corresponds to sharing of same
words in two different sentences (A and B). Since
it is difficult to determine the direction of the link,
we formalize that there are two links (A to B and
B to A) for one sharing word.

In addition, all links in a page have same proba-
bility to distribute its importance in PageRank. How-
ever, in important sentence extraction, all words do not
have same importance; e.g., sharing of large numbers
of words has closer relationship than sharing of small
numbers of words and sharing of rare words has closer
relationship than sharing of common words. There-
fore, we calculate importance of link based on the
role of shared word in a sentence and Inverted Docu-
ment Frequency (IDF). This important measure affects
a transition matrix of PageRank that is used to calcu-
late distribution of importance.

In this research, we expand this algorithm to deal
with event reference information. Since we deal with
multiple documents instead of a single document,
there are following two approaches to expand this al-
gorithm.

� First, we calculate importance of each document
and distribute its importance. Second, we cal-
culate importance of each sentence for each sin-
gle document. Importance of each documents are
distributed through this calculation.

� We merge all documents as a single document
and calculate importance by using same algo-
rithm for a single document.

In order to select one approach from them, we com-
pare these two approaches according to the character-
istics of single-event type news articles. Let us think
about a news article that reports events that follows
after first event. In this article, first events may only
refered once at the beginning of the article. When
we employ the former approach, this means no links
are generated for the first event and existence of the
first event does not affect to calculate importance of
the sentence. In contrast, this sentence has link from
other articles and existence of the first event may arise
importance of the sentence when we employ the latter
approach.

Therefore, we employ latter approach to calculate
importance of all sentences.

In previous algorithm, links are generated when two
different sentences shares same word(s). In order to

handle event reference information, we modify link
generation algorithm.

Since we can express same events in different ways,
identification of same event is difficult to identifica-
tion of same word. Therefore, we introduce similarity
measure between two events by using following two
criteria.

1. Similarity of words
First, we compare all words in “Root” and each
category in “Modifiers.” For each category, we
calculate existence ratio of same word(s) that is
biased by IDF. Second, we calculate weighted av-
erage of existence ratio for all categories. “Root”
and “Subject” in “Modifiers” has higher weight
compared to the other ones. We set threshold
value to check whether the event pair belongs to
candidate similar event pairs or not.

2. Judgment of consistency of date
When the event has “Date” information, we ver-
ify consistency of date. When “Date” informa-
tion lacks specific date such as year and/or month,
we complement this information by using “Ar-
ticleDate” information. When one article has
“Date” information and other one does not have
this information, we compare them by using “Ar-
ticleDate” information. When inconsistency is
found, the pair of events is removed from can-
didate similar event pairs.

We generate links between two different sentences
that shares candidate similar event pair(s). We also
calculate importance of link based on the importance
of events in a sentence. Since we assume most impor-
tant issues discussed in a sentence are located at the
end of the sentence, we calculate importance of event
based on the “Depth” information. Another possible
measure to calculate this importance is a frequency
based measure. However, since frequency of events is
already considered to calculate importance as a num-
ber of links, we do not use this measure.

We also set direction of the link as previous one;
i.e., we formalize that there are bidirectional two links
for one similar event pair.

We applied this event identification method for test
run data and we found some links between two related
events are missing. One reason of this problem is that
we can express same event by using different vocabu-
lary. However, we found some words are shared for
these event sets. Therefore, we also use sharing of
same word(s) for handling these relationships.

In PageRank algorithm, importance of page is cal-
culated as a convergent vector of following recurrence
formula.

��� is an element of transition matrix� of �-th row
and �-th column and represents transition probability
from �-th sentence to �-th sentence based on link struc-
ture. Since ���� ���� � � � � ����� represents transition
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probability,
��

������ � �. When there is a sentence
� that has no relationship with other sentence, we set
��� � � .

������� � �����

In order to handle both types of links (sharing
events and sharing words), we make two matrices
�������� and �������� that corresponds to tran-
sition matrix made by sharing events and one made
by sharing words, respectively. In order to satisfy
constraint

��

������ � �, overall transition matrix
������ is calculated by using parameter 	 and fol-
lowing formula.
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Since a sentence that has no relationship with other
sentence is meaningless to include into an abstract, we
remove rows and columns that corresponds to the sen-
tence in the matrix � . Calculation of a convergent
vector is conducted by using eigen vector calculation.
Since convergent vector satisfies following formula,
convergent vector is an eigen vector of matrix � with
eigen value = 1.

���� � �����

2.3 Usage of Sentence Position and Initial
Query

Since, in news articles, important sentences may
be described early part of each article, we use sen-
tence position information for calculating importance
of each sentence. In PageRank, an algorithm to set
initial importance of each page is proposed as Topic-
Sensitive PageRank [3]. This algorithm is proposed to
calculate importance of each page based on the cate-
gory that the page belongs to. In this algorithm, they
modify recurrence formula of PageRank as follows.
��� corresponds to initial importance vector and  is a
parameter to control strength of the effect by the vec-
tor.

������� � ��� � ������ �  � ���

In this paper, we use simple formula �������� ��
(�: sentence number in an article) for initial value of

��� . ��� is normalized with ��
����� � � (� is number

of all sentences and �� is an initial importance value
for �-th sentence).

In order to handle initial query, we need to formal-
ize effect of the query as link structures. In this re-
search, we formalize initial query sentence is a docu-
ment that has one sentence and is included in a multi-
ple documents set. By using this formalization, we can
distribute importance of the query. We may set initial
importance for this sentence, but we just treat sentence
as same as ones in other documents; i.e., ����������
� is a position of a sentence in an article. In addition,
we do not include this query sentence to following ex-
traction process.

2.4 Text Reordering and Compaction based
on Event Similarity

By using the algorithm discussed above, since simi-
lar sentences have similar links, similar sentences have
similar scores. As a result, there is a chance to select
redundant sentences when we select sentences from
higher score ones. Therefore, we need a mechanism
to detect such redundant sentences and it is required to
remove such redundant description[6].

In this research, we use similarity measure of two
events to calculate redundancy of new description.
Since we can describe same information by using dif-
ferent numbers of sentences, we do not compare sen-
tences one by one. We decompose a sentence into a set
of events and we check redundancy of a sentence by
comparing with an extracted event set that is obtained
from extracted sentence; i.e., we calculate weighted
average of existence ratio of events in the sentence. As
we discussed in section 2.2, we assume most important
issues discussed in a sentence are located at the end of
sentence, we set higher weight for an event with lower
“Depth.”

By using this redundancy check mechanism, sen-
tence extraction algorithm is as follows.

1. Construction of an initial extracted event set
A sentence with highest importance is selected as
an extracted sentence. An initial extracted event
set is constructed from events in the selected sen-
tence.

2. Redundancy check and addition of new descrip-
tion
Our system tries to add new description from a
sentence with higher importance. The system
checks redundancy of the sentence and add it
when it does not exceed predefined redundancy
level. The system also adds events in the selected
sentence to the extracted event set. This step reit-
erates to select a desired number of sentences.

In order to generate abstract by using extracted sen-
tences, we need a method to reorder extracted ones
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and remove redundant description from them. So, we
modify sentence extraction algorithm as follows.

1. Construction of an initial extracted event set
This step is same as the one in sentence extraction
algorithm.

2. Redundancy check and addition of new descrip-
tion.

(a) Detection of redundant sentence
Our system tries to add new description
from a sentence with higher importance.
The system checks redundancy of the sen-
tence, when it exceed predefined redun-
dancy level, the sentence is rejected from
candidate sentence to include in an abstract.

(b) Reordering sentences
The system reorders sentence by using fol-
lowing criteria.

� The system keeps sentence order in one
article.

� The system keeps date order (“Article-
Date”).

� When there are two or more articles
with same “ArticleDate,” we set fol-
lowing order constraints based on sim-
ilarity between sentences. When there
is a sentence which has precedence
sentence that is similar to a sentence
of same “ArticleDate” to be included in
the abstract, this sentence should be lo-
cated after the similar sentence.

� When the system fails to solve the
constraints among some sentences, the
system sets order of these sentences by
using an order of articles that is given
to a system (the system uses alphabeti-
cal order of the file name to define this
order).

(c) Text compaction

i. Construction of an initial extracted
event set
The system selects first sentence and
add it to an abstract. An initial ex-
tracted event set is constructed from
events in the selected sentence.

ii. Construction of a sentence to add
New sentence is selected by using or-
der defined in previous step. The
system remove redundant description
from the selected sentence by compar-
ing event information of the sentence
and the extracted event set. We intro-
duce following criteria to remove ele-
ments in a sentence.

� An event that has similar events in
the extracted event set is selected
as a candidate one to remove.

� When “Root” element is also an
element of other event that is not
candidates one to remove, a word
corresponding to “Root” element
is removed from candidate words
to remove.

� Words that have dependency with
removed elements are candidate
words to remove.

� The system modifies date informa-
tion by using “Date” or “Article-
Date” information and a range of
“ArticleDate.” For example, when
there is a description about “10
日” (10th) in the artile with “Ar-
ticleDate” 981022 (22th October,
1998). We modify date informa-
tion as follows. When all arti-
cles are not published in a same
year, we modify this description to
‘1998年 10月 10日” (10th Octo-
ber, 1998). When all articles are
published in a same year and not
in a same month, we modify this
description to ‘10 月 10 日” (10th
October).

� The system makes new sentence
by removing the candidate words.

(d) Check character size
Count character size of a generated abstract.
When it does not exceeds the limit of given
one, step 2 reiterates to generate longer ab-
stract. When it exceeds the limit, new added
sentence are removed from extracted sen-
tences and reiterates step 2. When the sys-
tem fails this check third consecutive times,
it stops this reiteration process.

Figure 2 shows an example of text compaction pro-
cess.

3 Experiment and Discussion

We apply this system for the task of TSC-3. In
TSC-3, there are two subtasks. One is sentence ex-
traction and the other is abstraction.

In this report, we do not use “set of questions about
important information of the document sets” given by
task organizer.

In the formal run, we set  � ��� and 	 � ��� for
generating abstracts for submission.
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Figure 2. An Example of Text Compaction

3.1 Sentence Extraction

Table 1 shows the evaluation results calculated by
the task organizer.

Table 1. Evaluation Results of Sentence
Extraction Results

Short Long
coverage 0.308 0.339
precision 0.505 0.585

In the formal run, we implement system that uses
event reference information and word sharing infor-
mation. However in order to evaluate the effectiveness
of using event sharing information, we also conduct
another experiments based on using transition matrix
made only from event reference information and one
only from word reference information. In addition,
since LEAD method does not work well, we change
 � ��� to decrease effect of the sentence position. In
addition, we also change 	 � ��� for better evaluation.

Table 2 shows a result of these experiments. From
this result, calculation of importance by using event

Table 2. Sentence Extraction Results with
Different System Setting

Short Long
Event precision 0.325 0.313
only coverage 0.491 0.540

Word and precision 0.323 0.341
Event coverage 0.523 0.592
Word coverage 0.313 0.344
only precision 0.521 0.593

reference only has poorer performance than others.
Compared with links generated by word sharing in-

formation, we have less numbers of links generated
by event reference information. Therefore, each link
has more importance than that of word sharing one.
However, this link information is not accurate at this
moment; e.g., we still have a problem to identify sim-
ilar events and we do not analyze anaphoric relation.
We think that kind of inaccurate reference information
may degrade a performance of the result.

In addition to this identification problem, we find
repetitions of similar articles (e.g, standard version
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of Mainichi news articles and Osaka version) cause
strong effect on event only case. For example, in topic
0370, more than half sentence of 980521371 are used
in 980521407. In such a case, our system extract event
reference information among these two articles. Since
event reference information is more sparse than word
sharing information, this cause strong effects for event
only extraction results.

In contrast, topic 0460 is a successful example of
event extraction. We can extract useful event informa-
tion about “壊れる (destruct) + Subject室生寺 (Muroo
temple)”, “倒れる (fall down) + Subject 杉 (Japanese
cedar)” “破損 (damage) + propositionを屋根 (roof)”
and so on. In topic 0480, 0560, and 0600, we found
highly frequent words that are used for different types
of topic cause bad effect for word only results. For
example “山頂 (top of mountain)” are used for “富士
山 (Mt. Fuji)” and “マウナケア (Mt. Mauna Kea)”
in topic 0480. By identifying event reference informa-
tion, we can reduce score of “富士山 (Mt. Fuji) 山頂
(top of mountain)” in event reference case.

3.2 Abstraction

Table 3 shows the content evaluation results calcu-
lated by the task organizer.

Table 3. Evaluation Results of Abstrac-
tion Results

Short Long
coverage 0.207 0.247

QA(exact) 0.390 0.356
QA(edit distance) 0.838 0.788

We compare our system with other system based on
the readability evaluation results.

Following is a list of evaluation criteria that have
better performance with average of other systems.

� q00: How many redundant or unnecessary sen-
tences are there?

� q02: How many pronouns are there whose an-
tecedents are missing?

� q04: How many expressions which have same
meanings but different terms are there?

� q08: Does the summary have wrong chronologi-
cal ordering?

From the evaluation result on q00, we confirm
our method for removing redundant description works
well. From the result on q08, we think reordering of
sentences works well. We think better evaluation on
q02 may be a side effect of this reordering. Since our
method focuses on event reference by using surface

information, when there are two or more variations to
describe same events, most frequent description has
most links. As a result, our system may tend to select
similar description. We assume this is the reason why
we have better evaluation on q04.

Following is a list of evaluation criteria that have
worse performance with average of other systems.

� q01: How many places are there where (zero)
pronouns of referring expressions to be used?

� q10: How many redundant verbs are there?

This problem comes from our method for text com-
paction. In the text compaction process 2c-2(c)ii, we
remove redundant description based on event similar-
ity. However in order to leave case elements for pre-
served event description, we left root elements as it is.
However removal of such dependent elements means
event related to this root word has already discussed.
We assume this replication means that it is better to
replace such root words as anaphoric word and as a re-
sult evaluation about q01 has worse evaluation result.
For example, in the case of Figure 1, it is better to add “
この” (this) in front of “事故” (accident). Our method
of removing words from a sentence is too naive and
that is a reason why we have worse evaluation on q10.

3.3 Discussion

There is another issue to discuss. Our method has
better performance in “Long” compared with “Short.”
Since our algorithm does not pay attention to the
length of a sentence and longer sentence has more
chance to have more links, a longer sentence tends to
have higher importance. As a result, for the “Short”
abstraction, such a longer sentence takes larger room
and it becomes difficult to add another sentence. How-
ever for the “Long” abstraction, removal of redundant
description may make new room to add another sen-
tence. For the future work, it is necessary to have a
mechanism that pays attention to the length of a sen-
tence.

4 Conclusion

In this research, we propose a method to extract im-
portant sentences and to generate an abstract based on
event reference information. We confirm our method
has little bit better than average, but we need more ef-
fort to brush it up. In this evaluation, we confirm our
method is good at detecting redundant description and
ordering sentence extracting from multiple news arti-
cles.
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